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SOME SPECTRAL APPROXIMATIONS
OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL FOURTH-ORDER PROBLEMS

CHRISTINE BERNARDI, GIUSEPPE COPPOLETTA, AND YVON MADAY

Abstract. This paper deals with the approximation of the biharmonic equation

in a square domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Two types of discrete

problems are presented, the numerical analysis is performed, and estimates for

the error between the exact and approximate solutions are given.

1. Introduction

We are interested in the spectral discretization of the following biharmonic

equation:

(1.1) A2u = f   inQ,

where Q is a square domain, when it is provided with Dirichlet boundary

conditions, i.e., the values of u and of its normal derivative are prescribed on

the whole boundary of the domain. This equation is known as the plate problem.

As another important application of our results, we quote the Stokes equations

which govern the flow of a stationary incompressible viscous fluid: indeed, the

incompressibility condition is equivalent to the existence of a stream function
which, in the two-dimensional case, is a solution of problem (1.1). Using this

formulation allows for satisfying exactly the incompressibility equation while

avoiding the drawback of spurious modes on the pressure (we refer to [5] for

a review of spectral methods for the Stokes problem in the primitive variables

of velocity and pressure). This leads to a low-cost discretization, since only one

scalar unknown is computed, and the velocity can easily be recovered from the

stream function by a standard spectral derivation process. The method can be

extended to handle the nonlinear terms of the full Navier-Stokes equations in

a natural way.

The discretizations which we propose for problem ( 1.1 ) are of spectral type,

i.e., the approximate solution is sought in a finite-dimensional space of polyno-

mials of high degree. This space seems especially appropriate to treat high-order

problems, since it consists of infinitely differentiable functions, in contrast to

finite element discrete spaces (this property has already been used in the case

of Fourier series, see, e.g., [16, 11]). We propose here two kinds of spectral

discretizations. The first method is of collocation type, which means that equa-

tion (1.1) is enforced in a finite number of points, called collocation points,
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which form a tensorized grid. In each direction, the coordinates of these points

are chosen as the nodes of a one-dimensional quadrature formula, so that a

variational formulation of the discrete problem can be derived in a natural way

and the Lagrange interpolation operator in the points of the grid has optimal

approximation properties. Consequently, the nodes are the zeros of one of the

derivatives of a Legendre polynomial. In order to use the most accurate quadra-

ture formula, while taking the boundary conditions into account, we construct

the collocation nodes from a generalized Gauss-type formula which was studied

in detail in [2]. The second method is no longer a pure collocation method,

but still involves quadrature formulas of the same type. The numerical analysis

of the discrete problem proves that the approximation has an infinite order of

accuracy for smooth solutions. Numerical tests, performed by Koutchmy [12],

are in complete agreement with the results of this paper.

Only for the sake of brevity, the analysis will be presented for two-dimensional

domains and homogeneous boundary conditions: the extension to the case of a

cube is straightforward, the complete analysis for inhomogeneous conditions is

given in [1]. Modified discrete problems can be derived by replacing the Leg-

endre polynomials by Jacobi ones in the definition of the quadrature formulas;

we also refer to [ 1, Appendix] for details.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Some basic notation concerning the

continuous problem and the polynomial approximation are given in §2. In §3,

we propose a collocation method and give a bound for the error between the

exact and discrete solutions. However, this error is not of optimal order; that

is why we propose in §4 another discretization which is no longer of collocation

type but leads to optimal error estimates. Conclusions are given in §5.

2. Notation and basic results

The domain Q is the open square A2, where A stands for the interval

(-1, 1). The generic point in Q is written x = (x, y). We denote by Yj ,

J - 1, 2, 3, 4, the four edges of the square, starting from the west and turning

counterclockwise. The extremities of the edge Tj are the corners aj_i and ay

(with the conventional notation ao = 84), while vlj stands for the unit outward

normal to Tj (with also ns = ni) and tj for the unit vector orthogonal to

iij , turning counterclockwise.

2.1. The continuous problem.

Notation. For any bounded domain cf of Rrf with a Lipschitz-continuous

boundary, we associate with each positive integer m the Sobolev space Hm (cf)

of all functions in L2(cf) such that their partial derivatives of order < m be-

long to L2(cf ). It is provided with the usual norm || • ||m ^ . The closure of

the space of infinitely differentiable functions with a compact support in cf is

denoted by H™(cf), and its dual space by H~m(cf) ; the duality pairing is de-

noted by the symbol ( • , • ). We recall that the usual seminorm | • \m^ is a

norm on H™(cf), equivalent to the norm || • ||w ^ , and we denote by || • \\-m,/f

the corresponding norm on H~m(cf). For any nonnegative real number s,

the space Hs(cf) is defined by Hubert interpolation of index [s] + 1 - 5 be-

tween H^+l(ef) and H^(cf) (where [s] stands for the integral part of s) ; it

is provided with the norm || • ||J)d? . We refer to [13] for properties of Sobolev

spaces.
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For given data /, we are interested in the approximation of the following

fourth-order equation:

(2.1) A2w = /   in £2,

provided with the Dirichlet boundary conditions

(2.2) u = -P^- = 0   onTy,  7= 1,2,3,4.
dnj

To write the variational formulation of problem (2.1)—(2.2), we define on

H2(Q.) x H2(il) the bilinear form

(2.3) a(u,v)= f
Ja

Thus, problem (2.1)—(2.2) is clearly equivalent to the following one:

find u in Hq(Q) such that

Vi;e/f02(Q),    a(u,v) = (f,v).

Since the form a( • , • ) is elliptic on Hq(Q) , for any / in H~2(Q), problem

(2.1)—(2.2) admits a unique solution in H2(Q). Moreover, this solution satisfies

(2-5) ll"ll2,ß<C||/||_2,Q.

2.2. Polynomial approximation results.

Notation. For any interval or square domain cf, and for any nonnegative integer

n , P„(cf) stands for the space of all polynomials on cf with degree < n with

respect to each variable. We denote by P°n(cf) the subspace P„(cf ) n HQl(cf)

and by Vf(cf) the subspace Pn(cf)r\ H2(cf).
A basis of the space of all polynomials on A is given by the family of Leg-

endre polynomials (Ln)„>o- the polynomial Ln, n > 0, is orthogonal to any

polynomial Lm , m ^ n , in L2(A), it has degree n and satisfies Ln(\) = 1.

We recall [7, §1.13] some properties which will be of constant use. Each poly-
nomial L„ , n > 0, satisfies the differential equation

(2.6) ((l-C2)L'ny(Q + n(n + l)L„(i:) = 0

and the integral equation

(2.7) |LnúfC = _L_(Ln+1_Ln_l)j        n>U

where f LndÇ stands for the primitive of Ln which vanishes at ±1 . The

sequence of polynomials (L„)„>0 is given by the recursion formula

(2 8) í(n + l)Ltt+l(C) = (2n+l)CL„(C)-nLH.l(C),        n>\,

Uo(0 = l    and   Ll(Q = C-

For a fixed positive integer M, we denote by n2^0 the orthogonal projection

operator from Hq(ÇI) onto P^(Í2). We recall the following estimate of the

approximation error [3], which is valid for any real numbers r and 5 such that

0 < r < 2 <s:

(2.9)        Vç>e//i(Q)n//2(Q),    \\tp -n^>||r.n < cMr-s\\<p\\s<sl.
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Let us fix two integers m > 0 and M > m. We denote byif'm, 1 <

j < M - m , the zeros of the polynomial dmLM/dim in increasing order. It is

proved in [2, §2] that there exist positive weights pf'm, 1 < j < M - m , and

pM,m,k ^ o < Ä: < m - 1, such that the quadrature formula

• 1 M—m

^(i)dc^ Y^f,m)pf'mI
J=1 ,

m-\

+£(^<-'>+(->>'|t<'>k^M ,m,k

fc=0

is exact for all polynomials of P2M-i(N). This formula, which is the cor-

nerstone of the discretization method, is the Gauss-Lobatto formula with end

points of multiplicity m. It is studied in [2] in a more general case and an

efficient way of computing its nodes and weights is described in this paper (see

also [9]). In what follows, formula (2.10) will be used for m equal to 1,2,

and 3.
We recall that the points <ff 'm , 1 < j < M - m , are also the nodes of a

plain Gauss quadrature formula for the measure ( 1 - i2)m di. Consequently, it

follows from [14] that, for m equal to 1, 2, or 3, if iß denotes the Lagrange

interpolation operator at these nodes (with values in PM-m-1 (A)), the following

estimate holds for any real number s > \ and for any function <p such that

(l-i2)tp belongs to HS(A) :

(2.11) ||(1 - C2)(tp - iß<p)\\0,A < cN-s\\(\ - i2M|s,A-

Then, denoting by J^ the Lagrange interpolation operator on the grid made

of the points (if'm,ik'm), 1 < ;, k < M - m, we derive the following

estimate by a tensorization argument: for any real number 5 > 1 and for any

function / such that (1 - x2)(\ - y2)f belongs to HS(Q),

(2.12) ||(1 -x2)(l -y2)(f-^f)\\o,a < cN-s\\(\ - x2)(\ -y2)f\\s,a-

3. The collocation method

This section is divided in two parts: the first contains the statement of the

discrete problem, the second its numerical analysis.

3.1. The discrete problem. In order to define the discrete problem, we always

assume that the function / is continuous on Q. We fix an integer N > 4.

We consider the points if~1'2,   1 < j < N - 3, and the weights pf~1'2,

1 < j < N - 3, Pq~1'2'0 , and Pq~1'2'1 of §2, which we denote respectively

by ij and pj, p0 and p^ for the sake of brevity. Then, we set

(3.1) EN = {(ij,ik),  l<j,k<N-3}.

We also set

(3.2)

Em = {(-l,ij),   l<j<N-3},

S/V2 = {(£/,-!),   l<J<N-3},

EN3 = {(1,ij),   \<j<N-3},

EN4 = {(ij, 1),   l<j<N-3}.
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We now formulate our discrete problem: find Un in Pjv(il) such that

(3.3) A2uN(\) = f(x),       xeEjv,

and

(3.4) w/v(x) = ^(x) = 0,       xeSNJ, 7=1,2,3,4,

(3.5)

duN duN
Ma,) = ^(ay) = —(ay)

(ay) = 0,        7=1,2,3,4.
dnjdnJ+{

This problem gives rise to a linear system of (N + l)2 equations in (N + l)2

unknowns: indeed, (N+l)2 is the dimension of Y*n(Q) , and there are (/V-3)2

equations at the interior of the domain, plus 2(N - 3) on each edge, plus four

at each corner.

In order to write a variational formulation of problem (3.3)-(3.5),we define a

bilinear form ( • , • )# : for any functions tp and y/ with continuous derivatives

on A, we set

N-3

(<p, v)n = y"ç»(^)^(^>7+(ç>(-i)^(-i)+ç'(i)v(i))/>o
(3-6) J=l

+ (((py/)'(-\)-((py/)'(\))pl.

Similarly, we define a bilinear form on WX(Q.) x Wx(£l) in the following way:

the quantity (u, v)n , which approximates the integral J^uv dx, is obtained

by replacing the integrals with respect to each variable by the discrete formula

(2.10) applied to the function uv . This is simpler to understand than to write

out; note, however, that whenever one of the two functions u and v belongs

to Hq(Q.) , the definition reduces to

JV-3  N-3

(u,v)N=Y   Y Ufà ' tkMij » Ík)PjPk ■
7=1    k=\

Next, we set

(3.7) aN(u ,v) = (A2u, v)N.

Our first result is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Problem (3.3)—(3.5) ¿s equivalent to the following variational

problem:

find uN in P^°(Í2) such that

VvN e P0n(CI) , aN(uN,vN) = (f,vN)N.

Proof. First, note that conditions (3.4)-(3.5) are equivalent to the fact that Un

belongs to P°y(Q) : indeed, on each edge Ty , 7=1,2,3,4, un is a poly-
nomial of degree < N, it vanishes in N - 1 points, and its derivative vanishes

at the two extremities. Second, choosing v^ equal to the only polynomial in

P^°(Q) which is equal to 1 at (ij, ik) and vanishes at any other point of EN
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for a fixed pair (j, k), 1 < j, k < N - 3 , we see that (3.8) implies (3.3). Con-

versely, since these polynomials form a basis of P¡y(í2), (3.3) implies (3.8).   D

The following subsection is devoted to the numerical analysis of problem

(3.8).

3.2. Numerical analysis. First note that, for any polynomials Un and v^ in
poo(Q), we have

aN(uN, vN) =
d4UN

dx4
,vN)   +2

d4UN

dx2dy-
,vN +

d4uN

so that the exactness of the quadrature formula (2.10) on P2at_3(A) gives

aN(uN, vN)

(3.9)

£(

+ 2

d2uN d2vN

dx2

d4Ufi

dx2dy2 '   Ni N

dx2
dx

+
/-',(

^(-.a. £?(•■»dy2 dy2
dy.

The proof of the continuity and of the ellipticity of the form a^( • , • ) re-

quires two lemmas. The first can be found in [1, Lemma 2.3], the proof of the

second is rather technical and is given in [2, Corollary V.2] in the more general

case of weighted measures.

Lemma 3.2. The following inequality holds for any polynomial y>N in P^(A) :

(3.10) WnWI.a < ~{9n, <Pn)n < cllP/vllo.A-

Lemma 3.3. The following inequality holds for any polynomial tpN in P^(A) :

(3.11) cN-l\\<pN\\20A< (tpN, (Pn)n<c'\\<pn\\Ik.

We are now in a position to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4. The form «#(• , •) satisfies the following properties of continu-

ity:

(3.12) Vt^eP^n), Vt^eP^ß),    aN(uN,vN)<c\\uN\\2^\\vN\\2>çl,

and of ellipticity

(3.13) VuN e Vff(Q),    aN(uN, uN) > cN~l \\uN\\j n.

Proof. Using (3.9) together with Lemma 3.3, we first deduce that

aN(uN, vN) < c
d2UN

dx2 o,n

d2vN

dx2
+ 2

o,a

d4UN

dx2dy2
,vN

+ c
d2uN

dy2 o,a

d2vN

and

aN(uN, uN) > cN~l
d2UN

dx2
+ 2

o,n

dy2

d4u,

o,a

dx2dy2
,uN)   +cN

-i d2uN

dy2 o,a
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To estimate the middle term, we apply Lemma 3.2 in each direction, so that

and similarly

/  d4uN

I  d4uN

\dxW2'UN

d2uN

dxdy

> c

o,a

d2vN

dxdy o,a

d2UN

dxdy o,n

Hence, we have proved on the one hand that

aN(uN, vN) < c\\uN\\2,a\\vN\\2,çi,

which is the continuity property, and on the other hand that

aN(uN, uN) > cN~
d2UN

dx2
+

o,a

d2uN

dxdy
+

o,a

d2UN

dy2 0,Í2>

which is the desired ellipticity property.   D

The ellipticity property is not optimal, since the ellipticity constant is not

independent of N. However, this result cannot be improved. Indeed, take the

function

uN(x,y) = tp(x)y/(y),

where tp is the polynomial (1 - i2)2L'¡¡'_x and where y/ is any polynomial of

P^°_2(A) satisfying

IHIo,a<c   and   W\2,a> cN4.

It can be checked [1, Counterproposition 3.5] that

(3.14) aN(uN,uN)<cN-x\\uN\\22Çl.

Note also that another collocation method is proposed in [8], where the colloca-
tion grid is built from the nodes of the usual Gauss-Lobatto formula; however a

similar counterexample proves that, for this method, the constant of ellipticity

is < cN~2.

The first consequence of Proposition 3.4 is

Theorem 3.5. For any continuous function f on il, problem (3.3)—(3.5) has a

unique solution uN in P^(Í2).

Another consequence is the abstract error estimate

||«-«Ar||2,n

(a-aN)(vN, wNy
^ eis i      íni ||w-'«/v||2 a "i"     sup

(3.15)
< cN       inf

\vNev™(a)
\u-vn\\2,cí+     sup

w„epf(a)

+    sup
wNevf(a)

11^112,0 /

(/, wN) - (f, wN)N

\\vJNh,a

To estimate the terms on the right-hand side, we make use of properties (2.9)

and (2.12).
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Theorem 3.6. Assume that the solution u of problem (2.1)-(2.2) belongs to

Ha(Q.) for a real number a > 2, and that the data f are such that the function

(1 - x2)(l - y2)f belongs to HP(Q.) for a real number p > 1. The following
error estimate between u and the solution W/v of problem (3.3)-(3.5) holds:

(3.16)        ||u - uN\\2,a < c(N*-a\\u\\a,a + Nl-"\\(l - x2)(l -y2)f\\p,a)

I2'0 iProof. In (3.15), we choose Vn equal to Y^¡\u, so that (a - ün)(un , Vn) is

equal to 0 and, by (2.9),

\\U-VN\\2,a<cN2-a\\u\\a>ii.

Moreover, using the exactness of the quadrature formula, we have for any w^

in P°°(fl),

(/, WN)-(f, WN)N = (/-J^2_,/, WN).

Recalling [13, Chapter 1, Theorem 11.3] that the mapping

toi-» (1 -x2)~l(\ -y2)-[w

is continuous from Hq(£1) into L2(f2), we can write

(/, wN) - (f, wN)N < c\\(l -x2)(l -y2)(f-^.J)\\o,a\\wN\\2M,

whence, by virtue of (2.12),

(f, wN) - {f, wN)N < cN-"\\(l - x2)(l -y2)f\\p,a\\wN\\2,a.

This completes the proof of the theorem.   D

From a numerical point of view, the L2(Q)-norm of the error is also of great

interest. The next proposition gives a better bound for this norm.

Proposition 3.7. If the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied, the following
error estimate between u and the solution un of problem (3.3)-(3.5) holds:

(3.17) \\u - M/v||o,n < c(Nx-°\\u\\a,a + tf->||(l - x2)(l -y2)f\\p,a) -

Proof. The proof relies on an Aubin-Nitsche duality argument, since we have

il \o\ il il {U-Uff, g)
(3.18) ll"-"Jvllo,n=    sup   —rr—-.

geLHa)     11511o,n

For any g in L2(fl), we consider the solution z of the problem

A2z = g inQ,

z = dz/dn = 0   on öQ,

and we have the regularity estimate [10, Theorem 7.2.2.3] (see also the following

remark)

(3.19) ||z|kn<c||sllo,n.

Next, we compute

(u-uN, g) = a(u - uN, z) = a(u - uN, z - TL2N'°3z)

-{f,n2N^z) + {f,n2N'%z)N,
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so that

(u-uN, g) <c f \\u - uN\\2,n\\z - n2„°3z\\2>il

+ \\(\-x2)(\-y2)(f-S2_J)\\u,çl

v (   „,n    IK1-^)"'(1-y2)"1^Ho,n\ lin2,o r„     ^x       SUP    -¡m-   l|IV_3z||2,n   •
\zW€P»(n) IfjvII2,o J J

Applying (3.16), (2.9), and (2.12), together with (3.18) and (3.19), gives the
result.   D

Remark. By using the techniques of [10, Theorem 7.2.2.3], [4, §11], it can be

checked that the mapping / i-> u, where u is the solution of problem (2.1)-

(2.2), is continuous from Hs(£l) into HS+4(Q) for any real number 5 < sq =

0.739.... This proves the convergence of the solution of the discrete problem

towards the exact one in the 7/2(Q)-norm when N tends to -foo, whenever /

belongs to HP(Q,), p > 1 : indeed, we have at least the estimates

\\u-uN\\2 i2<ciV-inf{L739'/'-1}||/|L a,(3.20) »iiz.u- \\j \\P,a,

\\u-uN\\0M<cN-^3-m-»'\\f\\p¡Q.

4. Another discretization

Our conclusion in the previous section was that the collocation method is

simple to formulate and very natural; however the lack of ellipticity of the

discrete problem leads to nonoptimal error estimates. The aim of this last

section is to propose another spectral technique to discretize problem (2.1)-

(2.2), which is no longer of collocation type but leads to optimal estimates

in any dimension. As before, we first describe the discrete problem and then

present its numerical analysis.

4.1. The discrete problem. The idea in constructing the discrete problem relies

on the variational formulation (2.4) and consists in replacing the integrals which
appear in this formulation by the quadrature formula (2.10) with M equal to

N and m equal to either 1 or 3. For any sufficiently smooth functions <p and y/

on A, we define the discrete product (tp, y/)N,m by replacing M by N and <P

by the product uv in the quadrature formula (2.10). To state the approximation

of problem (2.1)—(2.2), we also need a discrete scalar product (• , -)n,m on

W2m~2(Çl) x <ë'2m~2(Çl), which we define by replacing each integral in the scalar

product of L2(Q) by the quadrature formula (2.10). For functions u and v

which both vanish at ±1 together with their first (m - l)/2 derivatives, this

can simply be written as:

N—m  N—m

(4.1) (u,v)N,m= y   E u{tf'm,t?-mMtf-m,ti-m)P?-mpZ'm.
7=1     k=\

Next, we set

(4.2) aN¡m(u,v) = (Au,Av)N¡m.
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For any continuous function / on fi, the discrete problem is written as

follows:

(4-3)
find un in P^(Q) such that

Vt^eP^fl),    aN,m(uN,vN) = {f,vN)N,

This discrete problem for m = 1 has already been considered in [15], but

with the zeros of L'N replaced by the zeros of the derivative of the Cheby-

shev polynomial of degree N and the pf'x, 1 < j < N - 1, replaced by the

corresponding Gauss-Lobatto Chebyshev weights, so that its numerical analy-

sis requires a variational formulation of the continuous problem in weighted

Sobolev spaces.

Remark. Problem (4.3) is no longer a collocation system. Indeed, in the case

m = 1, the number of interior grid points is no longer equal to the dimension

of the space of test functions, i.e., it is equal to (N - l)2 instead of (N - 3)2.

In the case m = 3, we are going to write the (N - 3)2 equations which are

satisfied by the values of Um at the nodes (if '3, £f '3), 1 < j, k < N- 3. For

this, we choose Vn equal to the unique polynomial of Pjy(Q) which vanishes

in any point of the grid but not in (if'3, if'3) ■ This leads to the equations

i2„_.fj:N,3    BAT.3N _ f/j:N,3    tr/V^ _ ,  /A2„.. _ f\,pN,3A2uN(i»>s,i»k'i) = f(i»>i,i»k'i)-kj(A2uN-f)(i»'s,±\)
■N

k(4-4) -A*(A2ii*-/)(±1,^'3

-Xjkk(A¿uN-f)(±\,±\),

where the symbol ±1 stands for a summation on the value in -1 and the

value in +1. The kj, 1 < j < N - 3, can be computed explicitly as func-

tions of the pf'3 and if'3. Hence, problem (4.3) can be interpreted as a

"quasi-collocation" one. Note also that, in the case m — 3 , the associated mass

matrix is diagonal, which allows for an efficient discretization algorithm for the

corresponding time-dependent problem.

4.2. Numerical analysis. In view of the variational formulation of problem

(4.3), the numerical analysis relies on the continuity and ellipticity of the form

ctN,m( • , • ) • As in §3, using the exactness of the quadrature formula and inte-

grating by parts, we note that, for any polynomials u^ and Vn in P^(ñ),

. /•' (d2uN   d2vN\

aN-m{UN>VN)=LA~dxT'~dxT)Nm

"'  /d2uN    d2vN

dy2 '   dy2 /h

f     ( °

Thus, the properties of the form a/v,m(-, •) are a straightforward consequence

of the following lemma, which is well known in the case m = 1 (see [6, §3]).

Here, for the sake of completeness, we give a general proof for any odd value

of the parameter m .
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Lemma 4.1. For odd values of a positive integer m, the following inequality holds

for any polynomial tpN in P/v(A) :

(4.6) IIMIo.A ^ ^N, 9N)N,m < C||íü»/v|!0,A-

Proof. Since the quadrature formula is exact on P2n-\ (A), we see by using the

expansion of <pn in the basis (Ln)o<n<N that it suffices to prove the result for

tpN = Ln . Next, we note that the polynomial
2

y/N = L2N-(-lf
1

;i-n2\m (dmLN\

\ dC" )N2(N- l)2---(N-m + l)2

is of degree < 2N - 1 .  Hence, applying the quadrature formula to y/N and

using its exactness, yields

(Ln , Ln)n,m - ll-i'A'llo.A

= (-ir
N2(N- l)2---(N-m + l)2

,(1-C2
'dmLN   „     ,2,mdmLN

di dC N,m

(i-C2)m/2
dmLN

di« 0,Ay

Since the nodes of the quadrature formula are the zeros of dmLN¡dl,

obtain

(Ln , Ln)n,m ~ H-Í-aHIo a = (-1)m~

we

(4.7)
N2(N - l)2---(N-m+ l)2

(\ _ r2\mßdfff_LN_
{       '     ffrm"<> 0,A

To compute the right-hand side, we check by induction on m that
rim  \   / HmT

11\ - r}\ma   *-'n

(n + m - l)(n + m)L„

Mm) V dim

= (-\)m(n - m + l)(n - m + 2)

Integrating by parts gives

ldR\ (i      I   \ ilr   l|2     -t   Um+\{N+\)(N + 2)---(N + m) 2
(4.8) (LN , LN)N ,m-\\LN%^- (~y)        N(N-\)---(N - m+\) "Ls"°<A'

This proves the two inequalities of the lemma.   G

Using Lemma 4.1 in (4.5) gives at once

Proposition 4.2. The form un ,m(', •) satisfies the following properties of con-

tinuity

(4.9) VuN € P$(Q), VvN g P#(ß),    aN,m(uN,vN)<c\\uN\\2,a\\vNh,a

and of ellipticity

(4.10) ViíWer*(£í),    aN,m(uN,uN)>c\\uN\\\>a.

Remark. The equation (4.8) explains why we do not use the quadrature formula

with m = 2 in our discretization. Indeed, if the same discrete problem were

considered with m = 2, the ellipticity constant would tend to 0 when N tends

to +c», so that the error estimates could not be optimal, in contrast to the

following results.

The well-posedness result is now a straightforward consequence of Proposi-

tion 4.2.
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Theorem 4.3. For any continuous function f on Ci, problem (4.3) has a unique

solution Un in P^°(Q).

We are now in a position to prove the error estimate.

Theorem 4.4. Assume that the solution u of problem (2.1)—(2.2) belongs to

H"(Q) for a real number a > 2, and that the data f are such that the function

(1 - x2)(\ - y2)f belongs to Hp(Q) for a real number p > 1. The following
error estimate between u and the solution uN of problem (4.3) holds:

(4.11) \\u-UN\\2,a<c(N2-°\\u\\aM + N-<>\\(\-x2)(\-y2)f\\p^).

Proof. Exactly as in §3, we have

\\u-UN\\2,a<c(    inf     (\\u-vN\\2,a+    sup     (" ~ »f-m)(vN, wN)\

_._       (f,WN)-(f,WN)N,m\
I oU.17

u)A,eP°°(n) ll^/vlb.n /

Choosing vN = ^n-\u cancels the second term and gives the estimate

(4.13) ||w - vN\\2,a < cN2-"\\u\\a<Q.

To estimate the last term, we use the exactness of the quadrature formula on

P2/v-i(A) together with the fact that J^m/ belongs to Pat_2(A) to deduce that,
>0*°("),

(f, WN) - (f, WN)N,m = (f-J^f, VJN) ■

for any wN in P$(Q),

Next, we recall that the mapping w i-> (1 - x2)  '(1 - y2)  lw is continuous

from Hq(CI) into L2(Q), so that the use of (2.12) gives

(4.14) (/, wN) - (f, wN)N,m < cN-"\\(\ - x2)(l-y2)f\\Pta\\wN\\2,a.

The estimate (4.11) now follows from (4.12) to (4.14).   D

The arguments for proving the next result are exactly the same as for Propo-

sition 3.7.

Proposition 4.5. If the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, the following

error estimate between u and the solution un of problem (4.3) holds:

(4.15) \\u - uN\\o,a < c(N-°\\u\\a<Q + N~p\\(l - x2)(\ -y2)f\\p,a) -

5. Concluding remarks

We propose two methods for a model fourth-order problem with Dirich-

let boundary conditions. Both of them can be easily extended to the three-

dimensional case (see [1]). The first (§3) is of collocation type, hence it is very

natural, but the error estimates cannot be optimal: one order of accuracy is

lost in the square and two in the cube. The second method (§4) relies on the

variational formulation of the problem and leads to optimal error estimates, in

both cases m — 1 and m = 3. The two choices for m differ in the fact that

the number of boundary terms in the discrete problem increases with m , at the
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expense of the number of interior nodes. Numerical simulation (in progress)

may decide what choice is better among these two optimal methods.

The previous analysis is extended in [1] to inhomogeneous boundary condi-

tions, i.e., when conditions (2.2) are replaced by

du
(5.1) u = gj   and   -— = hj   onTy,  7=1,2,3,4.

dnj

Indeed, assume that the functions gj (resp. hj), 7=1,2,3,4, belong to

H3l2(Yj) (resp. //'^(Ty)), that they are continuous on Tj and differentiable

in ay_i and ay , and that the following compatibility conditions hold:

dgj
gj(*j) = gj+\(*j), -nr (ay) = /!y+i(ay),

(5-2) a au au 7=1,2,3,4.
u u \        dgj+l i- \      dhj t« \        dhj+x f- \
hj(aj) = --j-—(ay),    -j— (ay) = --7-—(ay),

ÖTy+i dXj dlj+\

Then the discrete problem is set up as follows: find Un in P#(ß) satisfy-

ing (3.3) (resp. the variational equation in (4.3)) together with the boundary

equations

(5.3) uN(x) = gj(x)   and   —^-(x) = hj(x),        xeENj,  7 = 1,2,3,4,
dnj

W/v(ay) = gj(&j), ^-(aj) = nj(aj)
dnJ J ,      T      -J      A

(5.4) a a2 ,, 7=1,2,3,4.duN ,   x     .      ,    x          d2uN    ,    ,     dhj

It is proven in [1, §§3 and 4] that this problem has a unique solution and the

error estimates of Theorems 3.6 and 4.4 are still valid in this case.
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